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Let A, B be subalgebras of a Lie algebra L. We call the pair (A, B) a 
modular pair if 
(AUB)nC=AU(BnC) for all subalgebras C I> A, 
and 
(AUB)nC=BU(AnC) for all subalgebras C =) B 
(here X U Y denotes the subalgebra of L generated by X and Y). We say that 
A permutes with B (or that A and B are permutable) if 
AUB=A+B, 
the vector space sum of A and B. 
As we shall see, it is easy to show that (A, B) is a modular pair whenever 
A permutes with B. However, the converse is false. We propose to study here 
Lie algebras in which modular pairs of subalgebras are permutable. The 
corresponding problem for groups was considered by Iwasawa who proved 
[3, Satz 10, p. 1861 that a finite group is nilpotent if and only if every 
modular pair of subgroups is permutable. It will become apparent that the 
situation for Lie algebras is quite different. 
All Lie algebras considered will be finite dimensional over a field F. 
Denote by Fp the class of (finite-dimensional) Lie algebras L over a (fixed) 
field F and having the property that all modular pairs of subalgebras of L 
are permutable. It will prove convenient to define also a related class Q 
consisting of those Lie algebras L over F with the property that A permutes 
with B whenever A and B are subalgebras of L covered by A U B (i.e., 
maximal in A U B). It is clear that !I3 and Q are each closed under the taking 
of subalgebras and factor algebras. 
In Section 1 it is noted that any two maximal subalgebras form a modular 
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pair, thus showing that 93 is a subclass of Q. It is this observation, together 
with the fact that the defining condition for II appears to be easier to handle 
than that for ‘p, which motivates our study of Q. We also collate in this first 
section some other results on maximal subalgebras which are needed later. 
Section 2 is devoted to showing that a Lie algebra whose derived algebra is 
nilpotent belongs to ‘$3 (or to Q) precisely when it is supersolvable. 
Semisimple algebras are the subject of the third section; it is shown that, if F 
is algebraically closed of characteristic zero, the only semisimple member of 
CQ (or of Q) is s],(F). In the final section we tind necessary and sufficient 
conditions for L to belong to Q (again when F algebraically closed of 
characteristic zero). 
It is possible that the classes rP and Q coincide; for all of the cases we 
have been able to check, this is so. 
We shall denote the subspace (resp., subalgebra) of L generated by 
x ,,..., x, E L by ((x,,..., x,)) (resp., (x ,,... , x,,)). Algebra direct sums will be 
denoted by 0, whereas direct sums of the vector space structure alone will 
be denoted by +. If U, V are subsets of L, we shall write C,(v) for (x E U: 
xu = 0 for all u E V). The core of a subalgebra B of L, written B,, is the 
largest ideal of L contained in B. All other notation will be introduced as it 
is required. Standard results in the theory of Lie algebras are taken from [4]. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section there are no restrictions on the underlying lield F. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A and B be a permutable pair of subalgebras of L. 
Then (A, B) is a modular pair. 
ProoJ Let C be any subalgebra of L containing A. Then A U (B n C) c 
AUB. Also, AcC and BnCcC imply that Au(BnC)cC. Hence, 
Au(BnC)c(AuB)nC. 
Now let xE(AUB)nC. Then xEC and xEAUB=A+B, so x= 
a + b E C for some a E A, bE B. By assumption, A c C, so that 
x-a=bEC. Hence bEBnC andx=a+bEAU(BnC). 
The second modular identity follows by symmetry. 
The following lemma is easily checked. 
LEMMA 1.2. Maximal subalgebras form modular pairs. 
COROLLARY 1.3. VQQ. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 1.1 and the fact that ‘$ is subalgebra 
closed. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let L be a Lie algebra, A a minimal abelian ideal of L, and 
M a maximal subalgebra of L with M, = 0. Then 
(i) L=A/M, 
(ii) C,(A) = A, and 
(iii) A is the unique minimal ideal of L. 
Proof. (i) is clear. 
(ii) Put C=C,(A). Then C=A $MnC and MnC is an ideal of 
L. It follows that M n C c ML = 0, and hence that C = A. 
(iii) Let B be any ideal of L. Then B+A=A+Mn(B+A). 
Suppose that A G! B. Then A n B = 0 and so AB c A n B = 0. This implies 
that Mn(BtA)cM,=O. But now BtA=A, giving B=A, a con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let L = A i M where A is a minimal abelian ideal of L 
and M is a subalgebra of L. Put Ma = M( 1 t ad a) for each a E A. Then 
(i) MnM(2=C,(a)forallaEA, 
(ii) M = Ma (a E A) if and only if A = ((a)) and Ma = 0, and 
(iii) L=MtMa(aEA)ifandonlyifA=Ma. 
Proof (i) Let xEMnM”. Then x=mtmaEM for some mEM, 
which gives ma = x - m E Mn A = 0. Thus, xa = 0; i.e., x E C,(a). 
Conversely, let x E C,(a). Then xa = 0 and so x = x t xa E M n M”. 
(ii) It is easy to see from (i) that M = Ma is equivalent to M = C,W(a), 
from which the result follows. 
(iii) Suppose that L = M t M” and let x be any element of A. Then 
x= m t m’ t m’a for some m, m’E M, which means that x- m’a = 
m t m’ E Mn A = 0. Hence x = m’a E Ma, and so A c Ma. The reverse 
inclusion is clear. 
Now suppose that Ma = A, and let x be any element of L. Then 
x = a’ t m for some a’ E A, m E M. But a’ = m’a for some m’ E M. Hence 
x=m’atm=(m-m’)t(m’tm’a)EMtM”. 
From now on, as in the above lemma, if B is a subalgebra of L and A is 
an abelian ideal of L, we shall write B” = B( 1 t ad a) for any a E A. 
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2. SOLVABLE ALGEBRAS 
Unless otherwise stated, the underlying field F is again arbitrary. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that L2 is nilpotent and that L E Q. Then L is 
supersolvable. 
Proof: Let L be a minimal counterexample, so that all proper 
subalgebras and factor algebras of L are supersolvable. If we can show that 
all maximal subalgebras have codimension 1 in L, we shall have the desired 
contradiction [ 1, Theorem 71; so let M be any maximal subalgebra of L. 
Since the result is clear if M, # 0, we may assume that ML = 0. 
Pick a minimal ideal A of L. Then L =A i M and if N is the nilradical of 
L, NcC,(A)=A (Lemma1.4). Also, M*cNnM=AnM=O, so M is 
abelian. 
If M= Ma for some a E A, the result follows from Lemma l.S(ii), so 
assume that M#Ma for all aEA. Then L=MUM’=M+M” for all 
a E A. Lemma l.S(iii) now implies that A = Ma for all a E A. 
The case where M is l-dimensional is easily dealt with, so suppose that 
dim M > 1. Let M’ be a maximal subalgebra of M. There is an element 
m E M such that M = M’ + ((m)). Furthermore, A + M’ is supersolvable, 
and so there exists a E A such that ((a)) is an ideal of A + M’. But 
A = Ma = (M’ + ((m)))a c ((a, ma)) CA, i.e., A = ((a, ma)). 
Let m’ be any element of M’, so that m’a = a,,a for some a,,,, E F. Then 
m’(ma) = -m(am’) - a(m’m) = a,,ma, from which we infer that every 
subspace of A is invariant under ad M’. But A + ((m)) is also supersolvable, 
so there is an element a’ E A for which a’m E ((a’)). Thus, ((a’)) is invariant 
under ad M, and hence is an ideal of L. We conclude that dim A = 1, 
completing the proof. 
In order to prove the converse of the above theorem we will introduce 
another class of Lie algebras. 
If A, B are subalgebras of L with A 2 B, a J-series (or Jordan-Dedekind 
series) for (A, B) is a series 
A=A,xA,z... zA,=B 
of subalgebras such that Ai is a maximal subalgebra of Ai-, for 1 < i < r. 
This series has length, f(A, B), equal to r. We call L a J-algebra if, whenever 
A and B are subalgebras of L with A 2 B, all J-series for (A, B) have the 
same finite length. J-algebras were studied by Gein in [2]. 
We shall be concerned with a subclass of the class of J-algebras. A special 
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J-algebra is a Lie algebra L in which /(A, B) = dim A -dim B for all 
subalgebras A and B of L with A II B. 
THEOREM 2.2. All special J-algebras belong to 9. 
Proof. Let (A, B) be a modular pair of subalgebras of the special J- 
algebra L. The modular identity implies that the interval (A U B: A) is 
mapped lattice-isomorphically into the interval (B: A n B). Hence 
dimAUB-dimA=I(AUB:A)<I(B:AnB)=dimB-dimAnB. 
Thus, dim A U B < dim A + dim B - dim A n B = dim(A + B). It follows 
that AUB=A +B. 
The above result does rather more than provide the promised converse to 
Theorem 2. I, as is clear from 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) If L is solvable, the following are equivalent: (a) L is 
a special J-algebra, (b) L is a J-algebra, and (c) L is supersolvable; 
(ii) L is a semisimple special J-algebra if and only if L z L,(O), 
where L,(O) is the Lie algebra with basis (e,, e,, e3} and multiplication 
e,e2 = e,, ele3 = e,, e,e, = e,; 
(iii) over a field of characteristic zero, L is a special J-algebra if and 
only if L = R @ S, where R is supersolvable (possibly {0)) and 
S r L,(O) S sl,(F) (or S = (0)). 
Proof. (i) follows easily from Theorem 8 of [ 11. 
(ii) is a consequence of Theorem 1 of [7]. 
(iii) can be deduced from (ii) and Theorem 2 of [2]. 
Collecting these results together we have proved 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L2 be nilpotent. Then the following are equivalent: (i) 
L E ‘p, (ii) L E Q, (iii) L is supersolvable. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): Corollary 1.3. 
(ii) implies (iii): Theorem 2.1. 
(iii) implies (i): Theorems 2.3(i) and 2.2. 
3. SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section the underlying field F will be algebraically closed 
of characteristic zero. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let L be simple. Then L E Q if and only if L z sl,(F). 
Proof. Suppose that L E Q and L ~6 sl,(F). Pick a Cartan subalgebra H 
of L and let a, ,..., cq be a simple system of roots with corresponding basis 
h (I,,..., her for H. Since L & sl,(F), I > 1. This means that there are at least 
two of the simple roots whose sum is a root; we can assume without loss of 
generality that a, + a, is a root. Consider 
and 
M, = (e, *,..., ear, e-,,,..., ema,, haI,..., h,) 
M2 = (e =,,... , e,,+,,e-,,,..., e-,,, ha,,..., ha); 
these are maximal subalgebras of L (see [5, p. 4181). Since L E Q, 
L=M,+M,. Hence e,l+,I=m,+m,, where m,EMi (i=1,2). Now 
m, E M, implies that e,, +al EM, and hence that e,t=e,l+,1e-,2EM,, 
which is not the case. Thus, m, 6 M,, and so we can write m, = 
JJ:=, AieBi + m, where P, ,..., P, are roots with a positive dependence on a,, 
and m E M,. Put /I,+, = a, + a,, and let /I, be one of the pi’s with highest 
level (1 ,<j< t + 1). Write p, = a,, + oi, + ..* + ai,, where oi, + .a. + aim is a 
root for every m < k. Suppose that the first occurrence of a, in this represen- 
tation of /I, is ai,. Then p, = 6 + a, + ai,,, + .*. + six, say, and 
w  = ((( - he-,J - )e-,iqJe-,) E W. 
But w  = Ae,, + m’, where m’ E M,, 0 # A E F. It follows that e,, E M,, a 
contradiction. 
The converse is clear. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let L be semisimple. Then L E Q if and only if 
L z s&(F). 
Proof We need only show that S 0 s4 Q, where S, $Z sl,(F). Take a 
basis {e,,e,,e,} for S with e,e*=e,, e2e,=e3, e,e,=e,; similarly (with 
bars) for ,.?. Then ((e, + e,, e, + E2, e3 + e;)) and ((e, -P,, e2 + e;, e3 - 4J) 
are maximal subalgebras of L whose vector space sum has dimension 5. 
It is clear that sl,(F) E 13 and so we could replace $2 by ‘p in each of the 
above two results. 
4. GENERAL Q-ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section the underlying field F will again be algebraically 
closed of characteristic zero. We shall denote by L, the 5dimensional Lie 
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algebra with basis (e, , e2, e3, x, ~1) and multiplication e,ez = e, , e2e3 = e3, 
e,e3 = e,, e,x = -ix, e3x =y, e,y = -+x, e,y = f-v, all other products being 
zero. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L = A i S, where A is a minimal abelian ideal of L 
and S z sl,(F). Then L E Q rf and only if dim A < 2. If dim A = 1, then 
SA=O; ifdimA=2, then LzL,. 
Proof. Suppose first that L E Q. Clearly S” is a maximal subalgebra of 
L for all a E A, and so L = S + S” f& all a EA. Choose a basis {e,, ez, e,} 
for where e,e*=e,, eze3=e,, e,e,=e,, and suppose that dimA > 1. Then 
the subalgebra U = A + ((e,, ez)) is supersolvable, and so there is a l- 
dimensional ideal ((x)) of U inside A. Similarly, there is a l-dimensional 
ideal ((y)) of V = A + ((e,, e3)) inside A. But then 
e,x=ax, e, x = p-u, e2y = v?; e3y = ny 
for some a, /I, V, 7c E F. Using the Jacobi identity we obtain a = R = 0. Thus, 
e, E C,(x) = S n S” (Lemma 1.5(i)) and so dim L = dim(S + SX) < 5. Since 
dim A > 1, dim L = 5. If x and y were linearly dependent, ((x)) would be an 
ideal of L, contradicting the minimality of A, and so L = ((e,, e,, e3, x, y)). 
It follows that 
ejx=yx+6y, e,y=Ax+pJ for some y, 6, A, p E F, 
and use of the Jacobi identity shows that /I = -4, v = f, 6 # 0, A = -$3-i, 
y = ,u = 0. Replacing y by & gives the basis displayed above for L, . 
Suppose conversely that dim A < 2. If dim A = 1, all maximal subalgebras 
have codimension 1 in L, and so this case is clear. If dim A = 2, any 
maximal subalgebra of codimension > 1 in L is a Levi factor and hence has 
the form S” for some a E A. It thus suffices to prove that S n S” has 
dimension 1 for each a E A; i.e., that C,(a) is l-dimensional for all a EA. 
This is straightforward. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L be any Lie algebra over F (recall the restrictions 
on F). Then L E Q tf and only if L is supersolvable or there is a chief series 
O=A,cA,cA,c...cA,cA,+,=L 
of ideals of L with dim A,/A,- 1 = 1, 2 (1 Q i < n), A, supersolvable, and 
L/A, 2 s&(F). 
Proof. Suppose that L E Q and L is not supersolvable. Pick A, to be the 
radical of L and construct a chief series for L having A,, as a term. Then A, 
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supersolvable (Theorem 2.4) and L/A, z s&(F) (Theorem 3.1). 
Furthermore, (Ai + (S + Ai- ,))/Ai- , (1 < i < n), where S is a Levi factor of 
L. satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, and so dim A,/A,-, < 2 
(I(i(n). 
To establish the converse, let L be a minimal counterexample. Then 
L G? Q, but all proper subalgebras and factor algebras of L belong to Q. 
Thus, there must be distinct maximal subalgebras M,, M, of L for which 
L#M, +M,. 
Clearly, (M, n MZ)L = 0. But this means that (M,), & M,. It follows that 
(M,), = 0, since, otherwise, L = (M,), + M, = M, + M,. Hence, there is a 
unique minimal abelian ideal A of L, and L = A + M, =A + M, 
(Lemma 4.1). Furthermore, dim A = 2 (by hypothesis and the fact that L = 
M, + M, if dim A = 1) and M, = S @ B where S z sl,(F) and B is abelian 
([6. Theorem 7.51; or prove directly from the fact that C,(A) = A). 
Lemma 4.1 implies that B # 0, and hence (A + B) r‘l M, # 0. Pick 
O#a+bEM,, 
where a E A, b E B. Then 
(S n M,)a = (S n M,)(u + b) E A n M, = 0, 
and so S nMz c C,(a) = ST‘I S”. Thus, dim S nM, < 1 (Lemma 4.1), 
giving 
dim M, > dim(S + M, n M2) > dim M, n M, + 2. 
But dim M, = dim L - 2, and so 
dim(M, + M,) = dim M, + dim M, - dim M, n M, > dim L, 
a contradiction. 
It would be nice to know which of the algebras described in the above 
theorem belong to $3. As has already been pointed out, the solvable and the 
semisimple ones all do. Further to this, however, the best we can do at the 
moment is the following 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The algebras described in Lemma 4.1 all belong to ‘$.I. 
Proof, We need only prove that L, E ‘p. Let U, V be a modular pair of 
subalgebras of L, . All proper subalgebras of L, are special J-algebras, so we 
may as well suppose that U U V = L. 
For subalgebras X, Y of L with X 2 Y, denote by f(X, Y) the maximum 
length of any J-series for (X, Y). As in Theorem 2.2, f(U: Un V) > 
f(UuV:V)=f(L:V)andf(V:UnV)>f(L:U).Thus, 
dim(U+ V)=dim U+dim V-dim Un V>dim U+f(L:U). 
Similarly, dim(U + V) > dim V + f(L : V). 
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Let M be a maximal subalgebra of L containing U. If M has codimension 
1 in L, then f(L : U) = dim L - dim U, so we may as well assume that II is 
contained in a Levi factor of L, ; similarly for V. So suppose that U c S = 
((e,, e,, e3)) and that Vc Sn for some a E ((x, 4~)) (there is no loss of 
generality here). 
Since S and S” are permutable we may as well also assume that U # S. 
Then, by modularity, S = U U (V Cl S) c U U (S” n S). Hence, S n S” & U, 
and so 0 = S” n S n U = S” f7 U. Again by modularity, 
sa= vu(unS”)= v, 
giving Un V = 0. Thus, dim(U + V) = dim U + dim V= dim U + 3, and it 
remains to prove that U cannot be l-dimensional. 
So suppose that dim U = 1 and let C be a 2-dimensional subalgebra of S 
containing U. By modularity, C = U U (C n V). Now C n Vc S n S”, so 
that C = U + S f7 S”. Hence, U is contained in a unique 2-dimensional 
subalgebra C of S z sl,(F). But then any other l-dimensional subalgebra of 
C is a Cartan subalgebra of S; in particular, S n S” is a Cartan subalgebra 
of S. However, this implies that S n S” is a Cartan subalgebra of L,, 
contradicting the fact that a E NL(S n 9). 
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